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School
NEWSLETTER 333

Values – Care – Achievement

Thursday 14 February 2019

Head’s Introduction

Social Media  
Please follow us on Twitter @AHSYork or
Facebook to keep up to date with the latest news and events!

We welcome all feedback and thank all parents for 
their valuable contributions. If you have a query 
or simply an observation about the school please 
complete the form online.

AHS Feedback 

Wed 20 Feb
Fri 22 Feb

25 Feb -1 Mar
Mon 4 Mar
Wed 6 Mar
Tue 12 Mar
Wed 13 Mar

Y8 Parents’ Evening, 3.45-7.30pm, Main Hall
School finishes at 3.10pm
Half Term
Students return
Y8 Girls’ HPV Vaccinations
Annual Holgate Science Lecture, 7.30pm, NSLC
Y12 Parents’ Evening, 3.45pm, Main Hall

Upcoming Events

Food for Thought
This week is Valentine’s Day and we have been linking the love theme 
to climate change by reflecting on the ‘Show The Love campaign’ and 
how they are trying to encourage conversations about climate change 
and the belief in a cleaner future.  One of the quotes we have spent 
some time thinking about is:
“We won’t have a society if we destroy 
the environment.”  Margaret Mead, 20th C 
American author and speaker
To receive the daily Thought for the Day 
straight to your phone or other electronic 
device sign up to @AHSChaplaincy on 
Twitter.

Dear Parents and Carers,
Thank you to parents and students who attended 
Year 8 Pathway Evening last night, we hope it 
provided the information and opportunity to 
help make the important subject choices to 
study in coming years.  A reminder that the Year 8 
Parents’ Evening is next Wednesday, 20 February.  

Please do not hesitate to contact the school (Mr Arthur and Mr Green-
Harding) if you have any questions about this important transition.

You may be aware that we have a member of our school community 
missing at the moment, Mr Harper, an ITT student on placement in the 
Science department.  Our thoughts are with his family and friends at this 
very difficult time and we continue to pray for his safe return.  Support is 
available in school for any students and staff who are affected.

Annual Holgate Science Lecture
This year’s lecture, ‘Through the Looking Glass, and What Amino Acids 
Found There’, is given by Dr Kirsty Penkman, Reader in Analytical 
Chemistry, University of York, on Tuesday 12 March, 7.30pm, in the 
National Science Learning Centre, University of York.  A chance to find 
out how Chemistry is applied to Archaeology.  Suitable for all, aged 8 to 
80, admission is free.

School Show - Oliver
The school production of ‘Oliver’ has been a great success and the 
children and staff have all worked incredibly hard!   The singing, dancing 
and instrument playing was amazing, credit must be given to all the 
children involved, whether in the amazing orchestra, as part of the 
exceptional technical and backstage crew or on the stage itself.  It was a 
culmination of months of work and collaboration and this really shone 
through in the quality of the performances.  An extra special well done 
to our canine actor “Roy” AKA “Bullseye” and a huge personal thank you 
and extra “Well Done” from Mrs Newton to the fab Natasha Pugh in 
Year 9 for being an incredible assistant director and for being publicly 
recognised for her contribution towards the show, receiving a “Shine” 
award from The Lord Mayor! 
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This Week’s 
Main School News

Social Media Spotlight
Each week, we will be providing  an overview of different social media 
platforms which students may be using in their own time.  We hope to 
provide  an insight into what these Apps are, the benefits of using them 
and the potential dangers that may come from using them. 

E-Safety
Did you know:
 of children aged 12 to 15 own a 
 smartphone 

 children have received an unwanted image on the subject of 
 sex 

 of reports to CEOP in 2012 were about the sharing of self-
 created indecent images 

What is sexting? 
The term ‘sexting’ is used to describe the sending and receiving of 
sexually explicit photos, messages and video clips, by text, email or 
posting them on social networking sites.  It’s increasingly done by young 
people who send images and messages to their friends, partners, or 
even strangers they meet online.
There are many reasons why a young person might get involved in 
sexting.  Exploring sex and relationships is a natural part of adolescence.  
Young people often feel that they love and trust their partner and want 
to express their sexual feelings.
As children have no control over how and where images and messages 
might be shared online by other people, sexting can leave them 
vulnerable to bullying, humiliation and embarrassment, or even to 
blackmail.
What are the possible consequences of sexting?
Young people may see sexting as a harmless activity, but taking, sharing 
or receiving an image can have a long-lasting impact on a child’s self-
esteem.
It may cause emotional distress
The sharing of inappropriate content can lead to negative comments 
and bullying and can be very upsetting.
It could affect your child’s reputation
Explicit content can spread very quickly over the internet and affect your 
child’s reputation at school and in their community both now and in the 
future. It could also affect their education and employment prospects.
Sexting is illegal
When children engage in sexting they’re creating an indecent image of 
a person under the age of 18 which, even if they take it themselves, is 
against the law.  Distributing an indecent image of a child eg. sending it 
via text, is also illegal.  It’s very unlikely that a child would be prosecuted 
for a first offence, but the police might want to investigate.
What should I do if sexting affects my child?
Most young people don’t see sexting as a problem and are reluctant to 
talk to adults about it because they’re afraid of being judged or having 
their phones taken away.  If your child has shared an explicit photo or 
video of themselves they may be very upset, especially if it’s been widely 
circulated.  If you become aware of this, try to stay calm and reassure 
them that they have your support and you’ll help them by taking the 
following steps:
Explore the facts - Find out who the content was shared with initially, 
who it was passed on to, whether it was done maliciously or was a joke 
gone wrong.

Science - Year 11 Period 6 
Science P6 is now on a Wednesday evening.  The table below shows the 
schedule.  It is vital that as many students as possible attend so that they 
can be supported in the weeks leading up to exams.  We look forward 
to welcoming the students and helping them progress in the subject.

Allotment News
Things are usually quieter over winter but the 
current team in the Allotment Club are not put 
off by the cold weather.  We’ve been able to 
meet weekly and have tackled the overgrowing 
brambles and cleared an area around the pond.  
We hope to install a water feature in the pond 
and create a nicer environment for potential frogs and plants.  We have 
also been checking the quality of the soil ready for the spring, as well as 
improving our compost by collecting peelings from the school canteen.  
Roll on the spring. 

Call the school - As a school, we will be able to help you deal with the 
repercussions and support your child at school.  If the image has been 
shared with other children in the school we will be able to help stop the 
image being shared any further.  However, we will also advise you to 
report inappropriate content to the police. 
Report it - If you suspect the image has been shared with an adult, 
contact the Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre (CEOP), 
who are the national policing lead for online child sexual exploitation.
Contact the website or provider - Social networking sites should remove 
an image if asked.  If the image has been shared via a mobile phone, 
contact the provider who should be able to provide you with a new 
number.
Contact ChildLine - If your child calls ChildLine and reports the image, 
ChildLine will work with an organisation called the Internet Watch 
Foundation to get all known copies of the image of your child removed 
from the internet.
https://www.internetmatters.org/advice/14plus/ 
If you have any concerns about your child’s safety on social media, please 
contact either Mr Williams (Assistant Head: Pastoral Care) or Gaynor 
Stainsby (Safeguarding officer).
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Year 11 English:  Additional mock exam information
Monday 18 February - Full Literature Paper 2: Modern texts and Poetry:  
Students have studied An Inspector Calls and a collection of Love and 
Relationships poetry for this exam.
Wednesday 20 February - Full Language Paper 2: Writer’s viewpoints and 
Perspectives (non-fiction)
Students will get two unseen non-fiction texts, answer reading questions 
about the texts, then write their own non-fiction piece of functional writing. 
See below for a breakdown of the two exam papers:

Literature Paper 2
Modern Texts 
2 hour 30 minutes

How long 
should I spend 
on this section?

What is the method I need to 
use?

Section A
An Inspector Calls

45 minutes •  Choose ONE question to 
answer
•  Write 3 x PEAL/PEAEAL 
paragraphs
•  Memorise some key quotes 
from the wider play. Think 
about key words that Priestley’s 
dramatic methods and the 
Edwardian context

Section B
Love and 
Relationships poetry

45 minutes •  Find our cluster poems. Look in 
the contents page
•  It will name ONE poem and 
print ONE poem. You have 
to choose a second poem to 
compare to. 
•  2/3 x PEAEAL method. 
Think about the similarities of 
differences between the two 
poems. 
•  Memorise a range of flexible 
quotes from across the poetry 
collection to use for comparison. 
Remember you can use the titles 
of the poems. 

Section C
Part 1- Unseen poem

25-30 minutes •  Find the first unseen poem.
•  Read the first unseen poem 
and question. Highlight the key 
words.
•  Write 2 PEAL/PEAEAL about the 
poem, using the key words to 
explore your ideas. 
•  Analyse the language and 
structure. No need to link to 
context. 

Section C
Part 2- Comparing 2 
unseen poems

15-20 minutes •  Write 1 PEAEAL comparing the 
two unseen poems. Try to think 
about the themes or ideas they 
get across to you. You only need 
to compare the writers’ methods: 
AO2. No need for context.

English Language Paper 2   (Time: 1 hour 45 minutes)
 Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives
Two sources:  an extract from a 19th century non-fiction text and a non-
fiction extract from either the 20th or 21st century.
Both extracts will be printed as a separate insert to allow access to them 
when answering the questions in the answer booklet.  The question 
stems will always be the same.
The exam time includes 15 minutes for reading the source extracts.

Q1 AO1

4 marks

5 minutes

True/false statements – this is a quick comprehension 
question

You will be asked to shade boxes to mark 4 TRUE 
statements about source 1.

Q2  AO1

8 marks

8 minutes

Write a summary…SQI

You will be asked to write about the similarities or 
differences between the two sources against a specific 
focus related to the  themes/ideas in the texts. You will need 
to select evidence – quotations to support what you write 
and make inferences.  No bullet points are given here.

Q3 AO2

12 marks

12 minutes

How does the writer’s use of language…?

You will be asked to select examples of interesting 
language use from any part of source 2 and then comment, 
explain and analyse the details you select.

No bullet points are given here.

Q4 AO3

16 marks

20 minutes

How do the writers present…..? SQIME

This question requires comparison.  You will be asked to 
COMPARE the ways writers present their ideas in the two 
extracts using evidence from both.

There will be bullet points to suggest a focus for your 
answer.

Q5

WRITING

40 MARKS

45 minutes

AO5
AO6

There will be ONE writing task linked to the topic of the 
reading sources and inviting you to express your point of 
view in a formal piece of writing for a given audience and 
purpose

You will be expected to plan your writing in your answer 
booklet and it will be important to check the accuracy of 
your writing.

24 marks available for content and organisation. 
16 marks for your use of vocabulary, grammar and accuracy 
of spelling and punctuation. 

How can students revise for these exams?
-  Firstly, have a look at all of the fantastic revision resources available 
to download on the ‘resources’ and use on our website: https://
archbishopholgates.academy/curriculum/subjects/english/
-  All students have been provided with Knowledge Organiser that 
contains all key information about their Lit and Language texts.
-  Students should be revising key quotations from An Inspector 
Calls and their Anthology Poetry.
-  To prepare for the Language exam, students should read a variety 
of news and journal articles either online or in print. Can they 
summarise the writer’s viewpoint, and look at HOW the viewpoint 
is presented through language techniques?

Date 
w/c

Room 1 - En7

Mr Williams and 
Ms Metcalf

Room 2 - En4

Miss Balmer and
Miss Kady

Room 3 - En5

Mrs Edmondson and
Miss Darlington

Room 4 - En10

Miss Cooper 
and 
Miss Woolerton

7 
Feb

Love’s 
Philosophy

The Farmer’s Bride Winter Swans Neutral Tones

14 
Feb

-- The Farmer’s Bride -- Neutral Tones

21 
Feb

Lit Paper 2 SC: 
Exam skills for 
unseen poetry

Lit Paper 2 SC: 
Exam skills for 
unseen poetry

Lit Paper 2 SC: Exam 
skills for unseen 
poetry

Lit Paper 2 SC: 
Exam skills for 
unseen poetry

Students can also attend our P6 sessions each Thursday after school:
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Form 
Group

Total 
quizzes 
taken

Quizzes 
this 

week

Quizzer of the 
week

Top 
quizzing 
Form this 

week

7Bl 114 8 Evan Bartholomew

7Bm 90 34 William Vincent

7CBr 44 17 Jess Mellows

7Cm 37 7 Scarlett Pateman

7Cy 47 10 Martin Mogyorosy

7Gr 142 21 Isla Turner-Moore

7Hf 82 17 Zane Grant

7Hv 101 17 Lottie Hardy

7Kx 142 24 Esme Pounder

7Mr 106 36 Erin Hawkins Well done!

7NTh 134 34 Tom Kettlestring

Accelerated Reader
Top Quizzers of the week
Year 7 Top Form:  Fantastic effort by Mr Martin’s form.

Class Total quizzes 
taken

Quizzes this 
week

Top quizzing class  
this week

8a1 143 29 Fantastic effort!

8a2 68 4

8a3 86 7

8b1 9 1

8c1 97 4

8c2 35 6

8c3 46 2

8d1 25 10

8d2 38 10

8d3 23 1

8d4 35 1

Year 8 Top Class:  Well done to Miss Kady’s class

MFL Stars of the Week
Students were nominated by Language staff to receive an 

Effort merit, a postcard home and appear on the ‘Stars Wall’ 
for all their hard work:

KS3 French - Ellie Rago, 7Bm
KS3 German - Brooke Osborne, 7Mr
KS4 French - Katie Fearnley, 11Dd

KS4 German - Reg Rogerson, 9ACo
KS4 Spanish - Amandi Silva Kalinga, 11MHo

#TheWorldIsInOurHands - Tip of the Week
Did you know you can buy bars of shampoo and 
conditioner?  This, in addition to bars of soap, would 
reduce the plastic waste produced.

Term Dates 2019-2020
Autumn Term
Staff Training Day - Mon 2 Sept 19 (School closed to students)
Students return - Tue 3 Sept 2019
Staff Training Day - Thu 3 Oct 2019 (School closed to students)
Half Term - 28 Oct – 1 Nov 2019 (inclusive)
Term Ends - Fri 20 Dec 2019

Spring Term
Staff Training Day - Mon 6 Jan 2020 (School closed to students)
Students return - Tue 7 Jan 2020
Half Term - 17-21 Feb 2020 (inclusive)
Term Ends - Thu 2 Apr 2020
Staff Training Day - Fri 3 Apr 2020 (School closed to students)

Summer Term
Students return - Mon 20 Apr 2020
May Bank Holiday - Mon 4 May 2020
Half Term - 25-29 May 2020 (inclusive)
Term Ends - Fri 17 Jul 2020
Staff Training Day - 20 Jul 2020 (School closed to students)

VACANCIES
Archbishop Holgate’s School

Examinations Officer
Lead Examination Invigilator and Administrator

For more information visit:
www.archbishopholgates.academy/our-school/vacancies/

Pathfinder MAT
HR Advisor

Heworth Primary School
Cleaning Assistant 

Clifton with Rawcliffe Primary School
Cleaning Assistant

For more information visit:
www.pathfindermat.co.uk/new-vacancies-holder/

Enhanced DBS check will be required
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This Week’s 
Sixth Form News

Rewards and Recognition
The Gold Award  -  At Archbishop Holgate’s, we truly value hard work and effort.  Each week, Heads of Year select two 
members of their year group to appear on the “Wall of Excellence” reflecting exceptional work and effort where students 
have done something extra special in lessons or in the wider life of the school.  Winners of the Gold Award will receive a 
weekly prize.  The following students have been awarded the Gold Award.

Amber Chisholm, 7CBr - For a model attitude to learning and 
enthusiasm for school.   Well done!  Mrs Edmondson
Gianna Piccolo, 7Kx - For her hardworking approach to her studies 
and homework.  Well done!  Mrs Edmondson
Izzy Collinson, 8RGi - For being extremely welcoming to new 
students and being an absolute delight In form time.  Well done!  Mr 
Arthur 
Fatmanur Han, 8RNe - For exceptional effort and resilience shown in 
swimming lessons.  Really well done!  Mr Arthur
Emily Johnson, 9Dn - For consistent commitment to the school and 
continued hard work in everything she does.  Well done.  Mrs Avey
Dimitri Georgio, 9Cr - For his commitment to form time and the 
maturity he shows throughout school.  Well done.  Mrs Avey 

Shalom Ogbemudia, 10Kl - Shalom is consistently punctual, 
organised and polite.  Mr Davidson and Mr Wiles
Jess Turton, 10Ry - Jess has shown continued hard work and 
commitment, particularly in the work she has completed with the 
Brilliant Club.  Mr Wiles
Rachel Walters, 12Os - Rachel has shown excellent contribution to 
the school in Chapel and wider school community in the Minster.  
Miss Kincell 
Oli Batt, 12Aw - For his commitment to Oliver and supporting the 
school in extra-curricular activities.  Miss Kincell
Alex Knight, 13Le - Alex demonstrates resilience every day and has 
exemplary attendance.  A great role model.  Ms De Lashley
Sarah Kelly, 13Da - For a very strong work ethic and her determination 
is admirable.  Well done!  Ms De Lashley

Year 12/13 Workskills - Tourist for a Day
It was a rainy Thursday, in early February, when we were tourists for 
a day in York.  We started our day at the National Railway Museum, 
seeing many interesting and historic trains.  Our favourite trains 
were the Flying Scotsman, Mallard and The Rocket.  After the 
NRM, we visited the York Chocolate Story, learning all about the 
history of chocolate, not only in York, but also in other parts of the 
country.  We were lucky enough to make our own chocolate lollies 
and enjoyed seeing how they 
make handmade truffles.  We 
enjoyed tasting these as well.  
To end our day we walked 
part of the Bar Walls before 
heading back to school on the 
bus.  We really enjoyed our 
day as tourists in York.

Leavers’ Hoodies
The Leavers’ hoodies will include front embroidery of the school 
name and logo, back print of the whole cohort and personal 
nickname above.  The cost of the hoodie is £28.50.

March Mocks
Year 13 Mocks take place w/c 4 March (on return after the half-term 
break) within timetabled lessons.  Timetables will be distributed on 
Friday to ensure students know when each assessment will take 
place.  Half-term is an extremely important opportunity to prepare 
for these final assessments before the Summer, as well as rest for the 
final weeks before stand down. 

Year 13 External BTEC assessments
The results from the January external assessments will be released 
to students on Thursday 14 March between 8.00-8.40am from 
the Sixth Form Library.  Students needing information, advice and 
guidance regarding their results will have individual meetings with 
a member of the Sixth Form team that week.

Year 13 A Level stand down
The official stand down for A Level subjects is Friday 17 May, this is in 
advance of the A Level exams commencing 20 May.  We will still have 
lessons for BTEC subjects until all coursework has been completed.  
Students will be stood down on an individual basis, but study leave 
will be granted where applicable.  Please get in touch if you have any 
queries.

Year 13 Leavers
Year 13 students will sadly be leaving us shortly and I would like to 
draw attention to a number of celebratory opportunities taking 
place to mark the occasion and their achievement in completing 
Sixth Form.  Students will receive letters with full payment details.  
Should you require any further information do please be in touch. 

Leavers Assembly
Both students and their families are invited to the Leavers’ Assembly 
on Thursday 16 May, 7.00-8.00pm, in the Main Hall.  There will be 
a short celebratory service led by Rev Paul Deo followed by an 
assembly with Ms De Lashley and the Year 13 Form Tutor Team.  
Afterwards there will be cheese, wine and a range a sweet treats 
available.  Your attendance to both parts of the evening would make 
the event a special way to mark the end of the two year period. 

Leavers’ Prom
The Sixth Form Leavers’ Prom will take place on Friday 28 June at the 
Hilton, York, 7.00–11.30pm.  Tickets for the  Ball are £40 (to include 
a drinks reception, three course meal, DJ entertainment and Photo 
Booth).
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PLEASE SHARE:  If you would like to share students’  achievements in the community with us, then please email jsissons@
archbishopholgates.org.  It’s always nice to celebrate what students are accomplishing outside of school

The Key Stage 3 Student Council met to review their work from last half term and to set themselves future projects and goals.  Here’s a 
summary of their excellent contributions to school life: 

The KS3 council highlighted the following areas of school they really like: 
•   The council praised the school for their continued updating of the IT facilities and the efforts made to provide each year group with an 
IT space. 
•   Lots of the council talked about how much of a community the school was.  They felt the school works together really well and the 
production of Oliver was a great example of all the year groups coming together. 
•   The council had previously highlighted litter as an issue and were delighted by the new crisp packet collection boxes which have made 
a huge difference. 
•   They talked about everything the school has done to increase social areas and how the school tries to provide comfortable spaces, even 
in difficult weather conditions! 
•   Everyone loves the new blinds!

The KS3 council highlighted the following areas for development: 
•   Continue to raise support for Mental Health in school.  Students felt Mental Health Week was a good start, but there needs to be a 
constant message that help is available and mental health is important.
•   Students should be reminded that there are two pedestrian crossings on Hull Road and they should always use these when crossing. 
•   The council feel there should still be more done to encourage people in key stage 3 to go to clubs. 

What actions have happened since the last meeting?
•   The healthiness of school food:  The food offered is under constant revision and review.  The canteen has taken on board suggestions 
from students and will consider further changes next term.  Students have enjoyed the new granola and yoghurt which has been trialled.  
•   Improving areas where litter is a problem in school:  This has really improved with Mrs Wheatley’s crisp packet initiative.  Let’s keep this 
up! 
•   Working to introduce a Debating Club:  This is in development.  Watch this space! 
•   Increase in the e-safety/cyberbullying information offered to students:  This is now in the newsletter and the whole school news weekly.   
The prefects are also working on a whole school campaign. 
Our next steps: 
•   The council have decided that they want to prioritise fundraising in the school and want to plan a campaign which will raise money for 
a local charity whilst including as many people in Year 7 and Year 8 as possible.
•   This will be a joint project alongside the prefects in Year 10 responsible for charity and fundraising.

Year 11 Rewards
Another great week for Year 11 with 109 students being nominated.  Well Done!  Below are the winners for this week.
Values Awards
Dan Barker, 11Ha - For Man of the Match in the Year 11 football match against Stokesley; superb player, great leader and determined winner.
Emily Green, 11Pi - For a massively improved attitude to work in Science this term, amazing attitude towards homework and independent study 
and what to say?  Can this person be any more of a star?  She is the biggest Year 11 grafter I have EVER come across.  Well done and keep it up!

Form Award
Josh Tobin, 11Br - For coming to Period 6 and focussing on work.
Cameron O’Driscoll, 11BKi - Working really hard and attending all revision sessions; for lots of hard work on your assignment this week; Cameron 
has just got on and done it every lesson without any complaints; showing a dedicated approach to the start of exams; a lot of very creative ideas; 
well done; a massively improved attitude to work in Science this term and excellent effort and progress in homework, plus lunchtime study sessions
Adam Hunter, 11Bs - The Year 11 football team were all outstanding yesterday; their attitude, behaviour, effort and performance were all first class; 
for hard work and going above and beyond expectations in Maths and diligent work in Science.
Jordan Riley, 11Dd - Well done for continued hard work and resilience in English; for making excellent progress with Question 2 and producing a 
range of excellent responses.  Well done!  Mr Williams
Jake Baxter, 11Gs - For gaining 110 points on PixL Maths app.
George Harrison, 11Ha - Excellent start since moving groups; contributed brilliantly; most of all George laughs at my jokes which is more than can 
be said for the others…; well done George!
Ben Morritt, 11Hu - Working his socks off understanding the Cuban Missile Crisis and the Czech Uprising; homework continues to be excellent and 
demonstrates superb concentration; for just working hard; showing resilience and a love of Science; has really stepped up his game in English; Ben 
is taking on board everything I teach in class and applying it to his assessments/mocks; well done!
Kieran Dowzer, 11MHo - Always gives 100% effort in Geography; an excellent attitude to learning in RE; well done.
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  MONDAY
      LUNCHTIME (1.15-1.45pm)
      -   Y7 Football (Sports Hall)
      -   Y7 Beginners Swimming (Pool)
      AFTER SCHOOL (3.15-4.00pm)
      -   Y7/8 Hockey (Sports Hall/Gym)
      FIXTURES (3.15pm) tbc

   TUESDAY
      LUNCHTIME (1.15-1.45pm)
      -   Y7/8 Indoor Athletics (Sports Hall)
      -   Girls’ Active - by invitation (Sports Hall)
      -   Open Dance (Studio)
      -   Y11 Exam PE  Coursework (Bs2)
      AFTER SCHOOL (3.15-4.00pm)
      -   Girls’ Football (Sports Hall/Gym)
      -   Y11 Exam PE P6 (Ma6)
      FIXTURES (3.15pm) tbc

   WEDNESDAY
      LUNCHTIME (1.15-1.45pm)
      -   Open Trampolining (Sports Hall)
      -   Open Badminton (Sports Hall)
      -   Y9/10 Basketball (Gym)
      AFTER SCHOOL (3.15-4.00pm)
      -   Y7/8/9 Volleyball (Gym)
      FIXTURES (3.15pm) tbc

   THURSDAY
      LUNCHTIME (1.15-1.45pm)
      -   Y8/9/10 Netball (Sports Hall)
      -   Y7/8 Basketball (Gym)
      -   Y11 Exam PE Coursework (Bs2)
      FIXTURES (3.15pm) tbc

   FRIDAY
      LUNCHTIME (1.15-1.45pm)
      -   Y7 Netball (Sports Hall)
      -   Y9/10/11 Exam PE Homework & 
      Catch up Session (Ma6)

There are different types of muscle:  
Voluntary (Skeletal) muscles; and 
Involuntary (Smooth) muscles.

There may be people that have more 
talent than you, but there’s no excuse 
for anyone to work harder than you do.”  
Derek Jeter

RESULTS
Netball:    Y7 v All Saints    A W7-3 B L2-7
Basketball:   Y10 v Bootham    W 57-39
Football:  Y11 v Stokesley (Cup)    W3-2

FIXTURES
Y8 Netball A           Away (Manor)          Mon 18 Feb
Y7 Netball A&B    Away (York High)   Thu 21 Feb

 
 

OF THE WEEK

Explain:  To make clear to somone by describing in more 
detail; give a reason so as to justify or excuse; be the cause of or 
motivating factor for.

Basketball
Well done to the Year 9 & 10 Basketball 
team who ran an outstanding Bootham 
team closer than any other school this 
season.  Although they lost (57-39), they 
played some excellent Basketball and are 
undoubtedly in with 
a fighting chance of 
winning the York & 
District Shield.  Man 
of the Match went to 
Jack Richardson for his 
excellent play at center.

Football
Congratulations to the Year 11 
Football team on their excellent 
victory in the County Cup 
quarter final at Stokesley School.  
Despite going behind in the first minute to 
a ‘wonder strike’, they fought valiantly and 
played some fantastic flowing football, to 
secure a 3 - 2 win.  It was a brilliant squad 

effort against very strong 
opposition.  The goal 
getters were Sirjan Rana, 
Charlie Fort and Sid 
McCoy, with Dan Barker 
who put in a Man of the 
Match performance at 
right back.

Netball
The Year 7 Netball teams had another thrilling 
evening against All Saints this week.  We were 
able to win one game (7-3) and unfortunately 
we lost the second (2-7).  The game play was 
fantastic with great compassion and team 
spirit throughout.  Star players of the games 
were Laura Allison and Charlene Ting for their 
consistency in defence.  Well done to all the 
ladies that took part.

The Year 9 team played against a very tough, 
3rd in the county team, at Fulford this week. 
Unfortunately beaten 29-14, but the AHS 
ladies worked extremely hard and played 
amazingly well as a team showing compassion 
and perseverance throughout.  Star players of 
the match go to Lillie Jordan for her tireless 
efforts as centre and Sophie Watkins for her 
consistency within defence.

The Year 10 team also had a match against 
Fulford this week.  Again, we were unsuccessful 
(11-3), but the students 
showed fantastic team 
spirit and commitment 
throughout.  Star player of 
the match goes to Eleanor 
Bulmer.

@AHS_geography:  Have had a lovely 
(but very windswept!) day in Liverpool 
with our A level Geographers.  Such a 
city of contrasts.
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